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England’s forward Bukayo Saka (R) scores during the FIFA World Cup Qatar 2022 Group B match against Iran at the Khalifa International Stadium in Doha on Monday. (AFP)

England thrown down

the gauntlet

Southgate’s men romped to a 6-2 victory over Iran in their opening
game, setting the pace for other World Cup favourites

by thrashing Iran
Agencies
Doha

Any shackles attached to Gareth Southgate’s England have
well and truly been thrown off.
An imperious England
dominated every minute of this
game, with a flash of magic and
a penalty from Mehdi Taremi
punctuating an an otherwise
perfect display.
Critics of Southgate’s cautious approach with England
will have been delighted to
see the Three Lions in an unstoppable attacking flow, all
sparked by a deft header from
Jude Bellingham.
Bukayo Saka made England’s lead comfortable with
a thumping strike as the ball
dropped to him from a corner, before Raheem Sterling
stabbed in a volley. Saka’s second was answered by Taremi’s
electric strike, but Iran were
swept away as Rashford and
Grealish completed the drubbing.
A late penalty, converted by
Taremi, closed the show.
An early injury to Alireza
Bieranvand set the tone for
for the loss for Iran. England,
clearly the superior side, capitalised on Iran’s early misfortune.
England took the attacking
initiative early on, with Harry
Kane slicing a shot from the
edge of the area which forced
Bieranvand into a flying save,
one which resulted in a clash
of heads between the Iranian
keeper and center-back Majid

Hosseini.
A lengthy stop ensued, with
Bieranvand ultimately substituted for Hossein Hosseini as
he couldn’t continue playing.
A little under half an hour
of play had gone when England
threatened again, this time
through Arsenal winger Bukayo Saka who dinked a shot
goalwards, which was met by a
well positioned Hosseini.
Minutes later, Saka and
Mason Mount combined for
the latter to get a clear shot at
goal, but the Chelsea man hit
the side-netting.
As Gareth Southgate’s men
upped the ante, Harry Maguire rose highest to meet a corner under little challenge and
managed to hit the crossbar; a
pretext for the following corner which was converted by
Jude Bellingham who headed
past Hossein Hosseini, under minimal pressure from

I can’t describe
the feeling, it is amazing.
I am so happy and so
proud. We got the win as
well so it is a really special
day. There was a lot of talk
and speculation about our
form but we showed
everyone how much
quality we have and
what we can do.
Bukayo Saka

centre-back Majid Hosseini to
make it 1-0.
Saka added a second close
to half-time when a corner
was flown into the area, headed down by Maguire into the
young Englishman’s path leaving him to volley home.
Two minutes later and deep
into first-half stoppage time,
Raheem Sterling added England’s third after a blistering
counter-attack that featured
Bellingham and Kane, who
crossed the ball into the Chelsea forward’s path leaving him
to smash past Hosseini unmarked.
Well into the second half,
Sterling was played in on goal
by Kane and with nothing between the Iranian goalkeeper
and the former Manchester
City and Liverpool FC man,
Majid Hosseini flew into a challenge to clear the ball away.
Saka added his second of
the night when played through
by Sterling, eventually dancing around the Iranian defence
before slotting home low past
Hossein Hosseini, stretching
the English lead to four goals.
Team Melli pulled one back
at the 65th minute through an
intelligent piece of play that
started from a throw-in, with
Ali Gholizadeh picking Mehdi
Taremi out behind the English
defence, the FC Porto striker
didn’t miss from close to the six
yard box.
In less than two minutes
on the pitch, Marcus Rashford
added England’s fifth of the
night after receiving an excel-

England’s midfielder Jude Bellingham celebrates scoring his team’s first goal with teammate midfielder
Mason Mount during the FIFA World Cup Qatar 2022 Group B match between England and Iran at the Khalifa
International Stadium in Doha on Monday. (AFP)

SCORELINE

England

6

Iran’s goalkeeper Alireza Beiranvand (bottom) waits to receive
medical attention after a collision
at the Khalifa International Stadium in Doha on Monday. (AFP)
lent pass from Kane and scored
a carbon copy of Saka’s second
goal - cutting inside and firing
low towards the bottom corner

Iran

2

Jude Bellingham 35’, Bukaya Saka 43’,
62’, Raheem Sterling 45+1’, Marcus
Rashford 71’ Jack Grealish 89’

Mehdi Taremi 65’, 90+13’ (P)

of Hosseini’s goal.
A sixth goal was added on
the 90th for England by Jack
Grealish, in another quick
counter-attack when another
substitute – Callum Wilson
– ran down the right and selflessly passed to the unmarked
Manchester City winger who
put it past Hossein Hosseini.

Taremi added his second of
the game from the spot 12 minutes into stoppage time to cut
the deficit, opting to go down
the left and sending Jordan
Pickford the wrong way.
Carlos Quieroz’s Team Melli face Wales on Friday, before
they take on the United States
in eight days’ time.
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Young stars Bellingham and Saka create England World Cup history

Young stars Bellingham and Saka

create England World Cup history
FIFA

T

DOHA

he intrepid England pair of
Jude Bellingham and Bukayo
Saka carved out their own
slices of FIFA World Cup
history in a comprehensive victory
for Gareth Southgate’s team over
Iran on Monday.
Midfielder Bellingham headed home England’s opening
goal on 35 minutes to enter the
record books as his national
side’s second youngest World
Cup scorer, at the age of 19
years and 145 days.
Saka, the forward
from Arsenal, needed
only eight minutes
to join Bellingham
among England’s
three
youngest World Cup
marksmen. The
player, aged 21y
77d, struck a
bouncing ball
into the roof of
the net from 14
yards to displace
Dele Alli from
the metaphorical podium.
Saka added his second
and his team’s
fourth when
he slotted home
a tidy finish 17
minutes after the
restart, duly seizing another piece
of history as the
youngest player to
hit a World Cup double for England.
Manager Southgate
selected Borussia Dortmund’s Bellingham –
the third youngest player to start a World Cup
fixture for England behind Michael Owen (18y
194d) in 1998 and Luke
Shaw (18y 347d) at Brazil
2014 – ahead of the more
seasoned Jordan Henderson
and recently-stricken Kalvin
Phillips. Saka, meanwhile, received the nod over Manchester City magician Phil Foden.
And both men definitively justified their coach’s faith.
The inclusion of the two
headline-makers
–
both
making World Cup debuts –
amounted to the only changes Southgate made from his
team that began the final
of last year’s UEFA Euro
against Italy. Kyle Walker of
Manchester City was not fit
enough to start against IR
Iran following a groin issue.
Phillips is similarly recovering from a shoulder problem.
Owen is the youngest
player to score for England at
a World Cup after the striker’s
goal against Romania at France
’98 when he was 18y 190d.
Dele, who has 37 England
caps, was formerly the Three
Lions’ second youngest World

Thrilling duo conclusively justify selection
with record-breaking scoring feats

Bellingham
and Saka follow
Owen’s lead, have
become the second
and third youngest
goalscorers for
England in
World Cup
history

C u p
scorer,
the
attacking
m i d fi e l d e r
striking in the
Russia
2018
q u a r t e r - fi n a l
against Sweden at
the age of 22y 87d.
Context over the
scale of Bellingham and
Saka’s achievements is provided by the identity of the
man who previously occupied
third place on England’s list of
youngest World Cup scorers. Jimmy Greaves was 22y 102d on the
day he scored against Argentina in
the FIFA World Cup Chile 1962.
Marcus Rashford replaced Saka
after 71 minutes against IR Iran and
duly stroked home England’s fifth,
restoring a four-goal advantage after
Mehdi Terami’s consolation effort.
Another substitute, Jack Grealish, scored in the final minute of normal time and Terami completed his
own double with a penalty deep into
time added on.
This was only the second incidence of England scoring six in a

World Cup match, adding to a 6-1
victory over Panama in Russia four
years ago.
England’s third goal before
half-time – scored by Raheem
Sterling, the only player in
Southgate’s squad participating in his third World
Cup – meant the Three Lions hit an opening game treble
for the first time since defeating
France in 1982.
USA are England’s next opponents on Friday, while Iran continue their Group B campaign against
Wales on the same day.

It was a really good start
to the World Cup campaign. Full
credit to the boys. It’s never easy
getting off to a winning start at a
major tournament, and to score
six goals shows we’re in a really
good place. There’s still a lot of
work to do and a long way to
go. But overall, [it was] really
pleasing. Congrats to Jude for his
first England goal, no better place
to do it. Bukayo [was] on fire with
two great finishes. Everyone out
there today did their country
proud. We move onto the next
one now. Let’s keep it going for
the next game.
England captain Harry Kane

England’s midfielder Jude Bellingham celebrates
at the Khalifa
International
Stadium in Doha England’s forward #17 Bukayo Saka celebrates scoring his team’s second goal
on Monday. (AFP) during the FIFA World Cup Qatar 2022 Group B match against Iran at the Khalifa
International Stadium in Doha on Monday. (AFP)

Coach Queiroz criticises Iran supporters after England rout
STATS PERFORM/DPA
CARLOS Queiroz criticised
Iran’s supporters after his team
were thrashed 6-2 by England in
their World Cup opener, advising
those who “aren’t ready to support the team” to “stay home”.
Monday’s Group B game was
played out in a highly charged
atmosphere, as Iran’s players
refused to sing their national
anthem in an apparent show of
solidarity with anti-government
protestors in their country.
At his post-match press conference, Queiroz called for Iran’s
fans to offer his players their unconditional backing, characterising sections of their support as

Iran supporters cheer during the FIFA World Cup Qatar 2022 Group B
match between England and Iran at the Khalifa International Stadium
in Doha on Monday. (AFP)

Iran’s Portuguese coach Carlos
Queiroz shouts instructions during
Iran’s match on Monday. (AFP)

“teachers” and “moralists”.
But it was unclear which
section of the supporters he was
aiming his criticism at.
“Please, the teachers, the
moralists, let the kids play the
game. These kids only want to
play the game,” Queiroz said.
“I hope the players of England and Wales and United
States praise them for having
the courage to play the game.
They are here to bring pride and
happiness to the people.
“You don’t know what the
kids have been experiencing
behind the scenes just because
they want to play football.
Whatever they [the players] say,
they [critics] want to kill them.

“I love the game and don’t
want the players to do something that isn’t loyal to the game
that is about the entertainment,
joy and pride. Everyone knows
the present circumstances of the
environment of my players is
not the best environment. They
are human beings, they are kids.
“They only have one dream,
to play for the country, to play
for the people and I am very
proud of the way they stand up
and keep fighting. I am very
proud of what they did but of
course in 2014 and 2018 we had
full support of the fans. You saw
what happened today, the fans
who aren’t ready to support the
team should stay home.”
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LATE GAKPO &
KLAASSEN GOALS GIVE
NETHERLANDS 2-0 WIN

OVER SENEGAL
DPA
DOHA

MIDFIELDERS Cody Gakpo
and Davy Klaassen scored late
goals to give the Netherlands
a 2-0 victory over Senegal
in their opening World Cup
Group A game on Monday.
The two sets of colourful
fans created a decent atmosphere at Al Thumama Stadium
in Doha, but neither side could
break the deadlock until Gakpo’s late run allowed him to
meet Frenkie de Jong’s cross

Netherlands’ forward Cody Gakpo
rejoices after scoring the opening
goal at the Al Thumama Stadium
in Doha on Monday. (AFP)

before goalkeeper Edouard
Mendy on 84 minutes.
The keeper then could only
palm away a Memphis Depay
effort deep in stoppage time
and Klaassen netted.
Ecuador beat hosts Qatar
with the same 2-0 scoreline in
the first Group A game, and
opening match of the tournament, on Sunday. The next
games in the group are on Friday when the Dutch meet Ecuador and Senegal face Qatar.
“We were not careful
enough on the ball, I think we
can do much better,” Gakpo
told Dutch broadcasters NOS.
“We were strong though when
they had possession. We have to
analyse things well
and take the good
points into the next game.”
Senegal have more injury
worries after watching midfielder Cheikhou Kouyate being stretchered off having already lost star Sadio Mané for
the tournament due to a knee
problem. Abdou Diallo also
looked to have a knock.
Netherlands coach Louis
van Gaal handed an international debut to goalkeeper
Andries Noppert in a show of
faith having refused to say who
would start in goal in the runup. In the end the 28-year-old
Heerenveen stopper had little
to do except for one secondhalf save.
Captain Virgil van Dijk
had been due to wear a multi-

Netherlands’ midfielder Davy Klaassen (L) celebrates scoring past Senegal’s goalkeeper Edouard Mendy during Group A match of FIFA World
Cup Qatar 2022 at the Al Thumama Stadium in Doha on Monday. (AFP)

We were not careful enough
on the ball, I think we can
do much better.
Cody Gakpo of
The Netherlands
coloured One Love captain’s
armband to support the LGBT
(lesbian, gay, bisexual and
transgender)
community,
which recognizes the rainbow
flag as a symbol.
But like England’s Harry
Kane earlier in the day, he relented and wore a monotone
FIFA-approved armband after
the threat of sporting sanctions
from the governing body. FIFA
does not allow political messages and same sex relationships are illegal in Qatar.
The Netherlands, who finished third in 2014 in Van
Gaal’s second of three stints
in charge, started brightly but
without creating any really
clear-cut opportunities in the
first half.
Daley Blind headed wide
and De Jong was then guilty
of trying to walk the ball into
the net for the three-times runners-up.
African champions Senegal
also had their moments, especially in a livelier first half, but
again the final pass was lacking
as the 2002 quarter-finalists
arguably missed the big match

Senegal supporters cheer during the of FIFA World Cup Qatar 2022 Group A match between Netherlands
and Senegal at the Al Thumama Stadium in Doha on Monday. (AFP)
experience of Bayern Munich’s
Mané.
Van Dijk headed over in the
second period as the crowd and
players lost their energy.
But slightly out the blue,
Gakpo made the difference
from De Jong’s clever cross
from deep.
Then at the end of nine
minutes of stoppage time due
to Kouyate’s injury, substitute
Klaassen struck when Mendy
could have done better.

SCORELINE

Senegal

0

Cody Gapko 84’, Davy Klaassen 90+9’

Netherlands’ players celebrate with fans after their 2-0 win over Senegal in Group A of FIFA World Cup Qatar 2022 at the Al Thumama Stadium in Doha on Monday. (AFP)

Netherlands

2
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Bale rescues Wales in 1-1 with US in
World Cup return after 64 years
dpa
Doha

Captain Gareth Bale converted a late penalty as Wales
salvaged a 1-1 draw with the
United States in their return to
the World Cup after 64 years.
Former Real Madrid player
Bale, who is now at US club Los
Angeles FC, fired the spot kick
into the top right corner in the
82nd minute of the Group B
match in Al Rayyan after being
brought down by Walker Zimmermann.
Wales were awarded for an
improved second half performance after the US had taken
a 36th-minute lead from Lille
winger Timothy Weah, the son
of former World Player of the
Year George Weah who is now
President of Liberia, off a superb pass from Christian Pulisic.
The US, which had missed
the 2018 tournament, had already come close early on when
Wales defender Joe Rodan
dangerously headed a cross
right at his goalkeeper Wayne
Hennessey from point blank
range and Josh Sargent was
denied by the outside left post
seconds later.
Wales, playing in their second World Cup after a 1958 debut, stepped up their game after
the break. Ben Davies’ diving
header in the 64th was tipped
over the bar by goalkeeper Matt
Turner and Kieffer Moore nodded just high off the ensuing corner kick - before superstar Bale
himself stepped up to clinch the
draw from the spot.
Group B continues on Friday when the US face leaders
England, who thrashed Iran
6-2 earlier Monday, and Wales
meet Iran.

SCORELINE

USA

1

Timothy Weah 36’;

WALES

1

Gareth Bale 82’ (P)

Wales’ forward Gareth Bale celebrates scoring his team’s equaliseer against USA in their FIFA World Cup Qatar 2022 Group B match at the Ahmad Bin Ali Stadium on Monday. (AFP)

USA’s forward Timothy Weah celebrates scoring. (AFP)

USA’s players celebrate their opening goal during the Qatar 2022 World Cup
Group B against Wales at the Ahmad Bin Ali Stadium on Monday. (AFP)

A USA supporter waves a US flag during FIFA World Cup Qatar 2022
Group B match between USA and Wales at the Ahmad Bin Ali Stadium
on Monday. (AFP)

Wales’ forward Gareth Bale (L) celebrates with teammates at the Ahmad Bin Ali Stadium on Monday. (AFP)

Wales’ midfielder Aaron Ramsey applauds the fans at the Ahmad Bin Ali Stadium on Monday. (AFP)
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GROUP D: Denmark vs Tunisia (4PM), Education City Stadium

Eriksen’s

‘love for the game’

inspiring

as Denmark dream big
STATS Perform/dpa
Doha

Christian Eriksen’s love for football
brings joy to Kasper Hjulmand, who
believes Denmark must set out to win
the World Cup.
Eriksen suffered a cardiac arrest
during Denmark’s first game of Euro
2020 against Finland in Copenhagen
last year.
Denmark’s players shielded their
team-mate from the eyes of the crowd
and cameras as Eriksen received emergency medical treatment.
The midfielder made an incredible
recovery and six months later returned
to action when he signed for Brentford,
having been unable to play for Inter after having a cardioverter defibrillator
device fitted.
Eriksen was superb for the Bees
and earned a move to Manchester

United, where he has made a strong
start to the season and is back to spearhead Denmark’s bid to go deep into the
World Cup.
“Before the Euros, before everything happened with Christian I said
he was the heart and heartbeat of the
team,” Hjulmand said in a press conference.
“When he plays he has a fantastic
way of taking the rhythm of the game,
feeling and controlling the game with
his passing, intelligence, his vision and
also his work ethic.
“It’s great to have Christian back.
He’s a fantastic player but an even better person and on and off the pitch he
gives us so much.
Denmark went on to reach the
semi-finals of the European Championship without Eriksen, losing to England.
They face Tunisia in their open-

ing match on Tuesday, with France
and Australia their other opponents in
Group D.
Asked by Stats Perform what targets Denmark had set for the tournament, Hjulmand replied: “I’m not
very good at goal-setting like that. Our
dream is to win something.
“So when you go into a tournament
I think this group of players has the
quality to win, and I mean win everything.
“Are we the favourites? No. I think
still we have something to improve in
our squad, our game, but we can beat
everyone on the day.
“We have a very strong self-confidence, a very good group of players
working well together and the best way
of winning is to dream big and actually
say that we go into a tournament to win
it and then focus what’s right in front
of you.”

Denmark’s midfielder Christian Eriksen (centre) and
teammates take part in a training session at the
Al Sailiya SC Training Site in Doha on Monday, on the
eve of their FIFA World Cup Qatar 2022 Group D match
against Tunisia. (AFP)
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Gritty Tunisia ready to take Qatar 2022 test
Agencies
Doha

The North Africans do not
boast household names that
your average football fan would
be familiar with. Instead, Tunisia relies on intangibles to compensate for a supposed lack of
talent on paper.
“Grinta” (Italian for grit)
has become the national team’s
ethos and it perfectly encapsulates the underdog spirit the
Tunisians embody on the pitch.
Historically, they have employed those intangibles to
trigger trailblazing accomplishments at the World Cup. For
instance, Tunisia made history
in 1978 by defeating Mexico 3-1
in the first match of the group
stages, becoming the first African or Arab country to win a
match at a World Cup.
Unfortunately, subsequent
appearances at the tournament
failed to live up to those standards that Tarek Dhiab’s golden
generation set in Argentina. In
fact, of the five African representatives in Qatar, Tunisia are
the only ones that have never
managed to get past the group
stages.
Supporters of the Carthage
Eagles, who will be numerous
in Qatar, understand that they
are, once again, not favoured to
qualify for the knockout stages.

Tunisia’s midfielder Hannibal Mejbri during training session at Al Egla
facility in Doha on Monday, on the eve of their FIFA World Cup Qatar
2022 Group D match against Denmark. (AFP)

Tunisia’s players take part in a training session at Al Egla facility in Doha on Monday, on the eve of their FIFA
World Cup Qatar 2022 Group D match against Denmark. (AFP)
Notwithstanding, coach Jalel
Kadri’s men will not curb their
ambition and they will be a
tough challenge for Denmark,
Austria and France in Group D.
Dating back to 2019, Tunisia has conceded about half
a goal per game over a span
of more than 50 matches. The
team’s strengths are in their
disciplined midfield. Aïssa Laïdouni and Ellyes Skhiri anchor
the middle of the pitch in holding roles and are more than
capable of cleanly distributing
possession to more capable attacking players.

Wahbi Khazri, Naim Slihis home.
ti and Youssef Msakni
In the decade since
compose an excelhis transfer, the Tunisian maestro
lent
attacking
has gone on to
front line with
The North Africans
become one of
boatloads of
are
hoping
to
progress
the best playexperience.
ers to ever
After an il- beyond the first round of
lustrious club
grace the pitch
the World Cup for
back
in Qatar. Prior
career
the first time in their
home with Esto the World
history
perance de TuCup in 2018,
nis, he bucked all
Msakni suffered a
expectations by redebilitating knee injury that ruled him out of the
fusing a move to Europe in
2013, and preferring to instead competition. Four years later,
make the Qatar Stars League his career trajectory has come

full circle and “the ferret”, as
he is known in Tunisia, seems
ready to put a bow on his career
by finally helping his nation to
the knockout stages.
Msakni, in particular, will
feel that Qatar 2022 could be the
crowning moment of his career.
Yet, if Tunisia’s midfield is
a clear strength, there are clear
question marks regarding the
team’s goalkeeping. Aymen
Dahmen, the 25-year-old CS
Sfaxien netminder, has done
an OK job throughout this
calendar year, but Tunisian
goalkeepers have been notorious for producing embarrassing mistakes in recent major
tournaments, and Dahmen’s
inexperience on this stage may
unnerve supporters.
Tunisia also lack an outand-out target man. Khazri has

deputised as a striker over the
last three years, but the former
Sunderland winger does not
have the size to challenge centre-halves in the air.
The final and most problematic uncertainty with regard
to the Tunisian national team is
coach Kadri, who will be one of
two coaches in Qatar that have
never played a kick of senior
football in the first division in
any country (Canada’s John
Herdman is the other).
Kadri is seen as a limited
manager that will accommodate the experienced players
in his squad, take instruction
from higher-ups in the federation, and ultimately fail to implement the kind of game plans
Tunisia would need to upset
the European heavyweights in
their group. (Aljazeera.com)
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Poland’s Szczesny

sees a motivated

Lewandowski
dpa

P

Doha

oland
goalkeeper
Wojciech
Szczesny
believes Robert Lewandowski is ready to
inspire his country at a World
Cup which may be the last for
many of the team.
They open their Group C
campaign against Mexico on
Tuesday. Poland twice finished
third in 1974 and 1982 but have
not got out of the group stage
in their last three World Cups.
The Qatar tournament is
“definitely very important for
the world footballer of the year.
I see him very motivated,” Szczesny said on Monday.
“Nobody has any doubt that
he is one of the best players in
the world. He would like to underline his ambitions here.”
Szczesny, 32, thinks this
will be his last World Cup and it
is also likely to be Lewandowski’s last hurrah on the world
stage at the age of 34. He wants
a strong start from Poland.
“This is my last World Cup,
maybe for others as well. It
would be nice to have a success
to remember.” Coach Czeslaw
Michniewicz must also face
Saudi Arabia and Argentina in
the group.
“They are all strong opponents, everyone wants to progress,” he said.
“Sixteen teams have to go
home. We don’t want to be one
of the 16 teams that have to go
home. We want to stay.”
Lewandowski remains one
of world football’s elite marksmen after scoring 18 goals in all
competitions this season - only
Erling Haaland (23) and Kylian
Mbappe (19) have more in Europe’s top five leagues.
The Barcelona forward
is also Poland’s all-time top
scorer with 76 strikes in 134
appearances, though he is yet
to find the net at a World Cup.
Poland failed to qualify in
2010 and 2014 before scoring

Poland’s goalkeeper Wojciech Szczesny gives a press conference at the
Qatar National Convention Center (QNCC) in Doha on Monday. (AFP)
just two goals at Russia 2018
amid a group-stage exit - and
Lewandowski is out to right the
wrongs of previous disappointment.
“I think about the last World
Cup for sure,” the 34-year-old
told BBC Radio 5 Live.
“To score at a World Cup
would be a huge dream and
I’m going to do everything
for this dream. I hope in this
World Cup it will happen.” The
striker contributed to 13 goals
in Poland’s World Cup qualification campaign (nine goals,
four assists) - more than twice
as many as any of his international team-mates.
Poland will hope to cast
aside their poor record in Monday’s opener against Mexico,
having only started one of their
eight previous World Cup campaigns with a win (D3
L4), beating Argentina 3-2 in 1974.
A meeting between two familiar foes will follow
in Group C on November 30 as Lewandowski faces
Blaugrana legend Lionel Messi
with Argentina.
“I will be happy to have this
opportunity to play against Argentina and Messi - he changed
football forever,” the former

Bayern Munich forward added.
“I am glad for everything I
have achieved and these memories for the World Cup, so now
is the time to enjoy.”

To score at a World
Cup would be a huge dream
and I’m going to do
everything for this dream. I
hope in this World Cup it will
happen
Lewandowski

Poland’s forward Robert Lewandowski takes part in a training session at the Al Kharaitiyat SC Training Site
on Monday, on the eve of their FIFA World Cup Qatar 2022 match against Mexico. (AFP)
Mexico-Poland
 Mexico missed out
on the top spot in the
CONCACAF World Cup
qualifiers to Canada only
by goal difference.
 Mexico are
competing at their
17th World Cup and
their eighth in a row,
but they have been

eliminated in the last-16 at every
edition since 1994.
 Poland are competing at
their ninth World Cup and are looking to improve on their 2018 run
when they finished bottom of their
group.
 Polish striker Robert Lewandowski scored nine goals in the
World Cup qualifiers and he has
been in fine form for his new club

Barcelona this season, netting 18
times in 19 games in all competitions.
Previous meetings:
 Mexico and Poland have
played each other nine times, with
both teams winning three games
each and three ending in draws.
 Poland have not beaten
Mexico since 1978, the only time
the teams met at a World Cup.

Group C: Mexico vs Poland (7pm) Stadium 974

Key Stats

 Mexico
missed out
on top spot in
the CONCACAF
World Cup qualifiers to Canada only
by goal difference
 Mexico are competing at their 17th World
Cup and their eighth in
a row, but they have been
eliminated in the last-16 at
every edition since 1994
 Poland are competing at their
ninth World Cup and are looking
to improve on their 2018 run when
they finished bottom of their group
 Polish striker Robert Lewandowski
scored nine goals in the World Cup
qualifiers and he has been in fine
form for his new club Barcelona this
season, netting 18 times in 19 games
in all competitions
Previous meetings
 Mexico and Poland have played
each other nine times, with both
teams winning three games each and
three ending in draws.
 Poland have not beaten Mexico
since 1978, the only time the teams
met at a World Cup.
 The last time they played each
other was in November 2017 when
Raul Jimenez scored in a 1-0 win
for Mexico

Mexico veteran Ochoa hopes to
take young team far in Qatar
dpa
Doha

Veteran goalkeeper Guillermo
Ochoa wants to use his experience
to lead a young Mexican team
as far as possible at
the World Cup.

“We
have a lot of
young players with
us who have no World
Cup experience. Part of my
job here is to exude calmness
every day. At your first World Cup
you are nervous and excited,” the
37-year-old told reporters on Monday.
“I have to help my team-mates
find their emotional balance.” Mexico
begin their campaign in Qatar against
Poland on Tuesday and boast a team including many 2021 Olympic bronze medallists. Ochoa said he felt “honoured and
privileged” to be playing his fifth World
Cup. “It’s not easy to make it. There are
great players who have never had the
chance to play in a single World Cup.” In

Mexico’s goalkeeper Guillermo Ochoa addresses a press conference at the Qatar National
Convention Center (QNCC) in Doha, on Monday. (afp)
Mexico’s forward
Rogelio Funes Mori
(left) and defender
Nestor Araujo (right)
take part in a training session at Khor
SC Training Site in
Al Khor on Monday.
(AFP)

each of their past seven World Cup appearances, Mexico have been eliminated in the
round of 16. But coach Gerardo Martino is
concentrating fully on the Poland clash.

“The first game can decide the rest of
the tournament,” he said.
Mexico must also take on Argentina
and Saudi Arabia in Group C.
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Group A: Senegal vs Netherlands (7pm) Al Thumama Stadium

full steam

ahead
e
c
n
Fra

despite Benzema injury blow: Deschamps
STATS Perform/dpa
Doha

Didier Deschamps has asked
for “more understanding” as
France adjust to their latest injuries, but Les Bleus intend to
go “full steam ahead” with the
same objectives as before.
France were already without Paul Pogba and N’Golo
Kante for the World Cup and
lost Christopher Nkunku and
Karim Benzema on the eve of
the tournament.
Deschamps’
defending
world champions head into
their opener against Australia
on Tuesday with uncertainty
around much of their line-up,
although the coach has “no
worries at all” about Eduardo
Camavinga’s fitness and confirmed Raphael Varane is fit to
start.
Asked on Monday if France
would have to reconsider their
approach to the finals, Deschamps disagreed, although he
asked the assembled media for
their support.
“It is full steam ahead with
the team we have available to
us,” he said. “Less ambition
and less desire to do everything
to get to the end? I don’t think
so. But if we could have more
understanding from the media,
if you could cut us a little more
slack, that would be great.
“But we know what is asked
of us. We are not counting
our chickens before they are
hatched, we know our three opponents ahead of us.
“We know Australia very
well, but you haven’t asked
me anything about Australia.
That’s perfect.” Despite their
difficulties, Deschamps says
France have “no apprehension”
and “no anxiety,” even with the
past three World Cup holders
exiting in the first round.
“This is based on statistics,
probability, facts, but I think
each team has undergone their
own journey to get where they

are today,” he said.
“It is up to us to have a
squad that is aware of the objective of the first game. We’re
not going to think about what
could have been.
“What is important is to
focus on the first game against
Australia.
Everything before is on the
sideline now.
“There is analysis that can
be made, do with them what
you will, but we will be ready
for tomorrow.” In the absence
of Benzema, Kylian Mbappe is
set to have an even more prominent role, having starred in
France’s Russia 2018 success.
“[Mbappe] played an important role four years ago on
the pitch,” Deschamps said.
“He was very mature at the time

It is full steam
ahead with the team we
have available to us. Less
ambition and less desire to
do everything to get to the
end? I don’t think so.
France coach
Didier Deschamps

and is even more mature now
because of what’s gone on over
the course of the past four years.
There’s been more global recognition, more responsibility.
“Obviously he has what
it takes to stand out from the
crowd, to score; his aura is second to none. This was the case
four years ago, it still is the case
now.” According to captain Hugo
Lloris, Mbappe is “involved, relaxed, concentrated, focused.”
Lloris was also asked about
the OneLove captain’s armband - a campaign that promotes “inclusion and sends a
message against discrimination
of any kind.” The France skipper had already confirmed he
would not be wearing the armband, and it emerged shortly
after his news conference other
countries were backing out of
the campaign following the
threat of FIFA sanctions.
“FIFA is organizing this
competition,” Lloris said. “It is
therefore up to FIFA to put into
place a regulatory framework.
“As players, we’re here to
play football and represent
our teams to the best we can
on a sporting front. I would
prefer to stay in my box. I am a
player and a competitor of this
competition.”

France’s forward Marcus Thuram (C-R) jokes with France’s forward Kylian Mbappe (C-L) during a training
session at the Jassim Bin Hamad Stadium in Doha on on Monday, on the eve of their FIFA World Cup Qatar
2022 match against Australia. (AFP)

Key Stats

France’s coach Didier Deschamps gives a press conference at the Qatar
National Convention Center (QNCC) in Doha on Monday, on the eve of
their FIFA World Cup Qatar 2022 match against Australia. (AFP)

 The last meeting encounter the two teams
was also in their opening game of the last World
Cup in Russia. France won 2-1.
 France have only won of their last six matches, losing three.
 France have won the World Cup twice, in
1998 and 2018, from 16 participations. Their
1998 title was followed by a first-round exit in
2002 - a first since the 1978 edition.
 Didier Deschamps’s team are without two
of their top midfielders, with Paul Pogba and Ngolo
Kante having been ruled out injured.
 Australia are playing at a sixth edition of the
World Cup finals and a fifth in a row. Their best

finish was their only visit to the round of 16 at the
2006 World Cup, when they lost to Italy.
 The Socceroos qualified for Qatar in an
inter-continental playoff against Peru decided by a
penalty shootout in Doha in June.
 Australia’s last World Cup finals victory
came in South Africa in 2010, when they beat
Serbia 2-1 in Nelspruit with goals from Tim Cahill
and Brett Holman.
Previous meetings:
 The teams have met once at the World
Cup, when France won 2-1 courtesy of a late Aziz
Behich own goal in the opening game of the group
phase in Kazan four years ago

Australia coach Arnold won’t mention Mbappe and
others ahead of his team’s clash with Les Bleus
STATS Perform/dpa
Coach Graham Arnold has
refused to mention the names
of France’s star players, including Kylian Mbappe, ahead of
Australia’s clash against the
World Cup holders.
The Socceroos meet Les
Bleus for the second successive finals, with Paul Pogba’s
deflected late strike sealing a
narrow 2-1 win for Didier Deschamps’ side in Russia four
years ago.
Australia head into their
Group D opener having failed
to register a clean sheet in 10
previous World Cup matches
against European nations,
with their only clean sheet at
the finals against any opposition coming in a goalless draw
against Chile in 1974.
But Arnold, who was the
Socceroos’ assistant to Pim
Verbeek at the 2010 tournament in South Africa, has tried

Australia’s coach Graham Arnold
gives a press conference at the
Qatar National Convention Center
(QNCC) in Doha on Monday, on the
eve of their FIFA World Cup Qatar
2022 match against France. (AFP)

Australia’s teammates take part in a training session at the Aspire Zone Training site in Doha on Monday, on
the eve of their FIFA World Cup Qatar 2022 match against France. (AFP)

to ease the pressure on his
players.
“It’s not being disrespectful
at all, but I’ve hardly mentioned
the word France,” he said. “And
I’ve hardly mentioned any of
the players’ names because the
players know who they are.

“It’s one against one, it’s 10
blue shirts against 10 yellow
shirts, and it’s a fight. That’s
what it is.”
Mat Ryan, who is set to become the first Australia goalkeeper to appear at three World
Cups, was between the sticks
for that 2-1 defeat in 2018.
But despite the reverse, the
Socceroos captain believes the
experience will serve his side
well four years later.
“[We] felt like we almost
got a great result there against
France, and we felt were quite
unlucky,” he reflected.
“Something that I learned
that day, you’ve got to have the
right amount of respect for the
opposition, but don’t be in awe
of them or be overwhelmed too
much.
“We’re playing some very
good players in a good team,
but we’re all human out there,
and we’ve got a real good
chance to win.”
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Ronaldo feels
‘bulletproof’
STATS Perform/dpa
Berlin

Cristiano Ronaldo is motivated by the millions of people
who look up to him ahead of the
World Cup, as he dismissed criticism of his inflammatory interview with Piers Morgan.
The conversation with Morgan, broadcast on TalkTV, aired
in full last week, with Ronaldo
seemingly doing his utmost to
bring his second spell at Manchester United to an end.
Among a wide range of topics,
Ronaldo discussed how he felt
“betrayed” by the club and how
he did not respect manager Erik
ten Hag - he even aimed a swipe
at former team-mate Wayne
Rooney.
Ronaldo is seemingly heading for a January exit, though for
now his focus is on leading Portugal in Qatar. Their campaign in
the gulf nation starts on Thursday against Ghana.
In a press conference at Portugal’s training base on Monday,
Ronaldo said: “There are millions of people who like me. That
is what motivates me. There is no
money to pay for that. The joy of
the children.
“I don’t have to worry what

others think. I talk when I want
to.
Staff,
players,
everyone
knows me, they know what I
think, they’ve known me since I
was 11, they won’t be influenced
by what [the critics] say.” Ronaldo, who is sure his interview
will not derail Portugal’s chances
of success, also hit out at the media for asking his national teammates to discuss his situation,
after Ruben Neves’ press conference on Sunday was dominated
by the topic.
“Please, don’t ask players
about me. Ask about the World
Cup, I’m bulletproof, I have an
armoured mind,” he said.
“I have no doubt that this recent episode, that interview, and
other episodes with other players that happen sometimes, can
sometimes shake the player but
won’t shake the team.
Ronaldo also explained that
frosty exchanges with Bruno Fernandes and Joao Cancelo were
simply jokes.
“I made a joke with Bruno,
with whom I have an excellent
relationship,” Ronaldo added.
“His flight was delayed and I
asked if he had come by boat. It
was a joke, as it was with Joao
Cancelo.”

Canada hurting
ahead of WC
opener against
No. 2 Belgium
Agencies
Canada coach John Herdman
had a bleak medical update Saturday with goalkeeper Milan
Borjan and midfielder Stephen
Eustaquio joining star Alphonso Davies as question marks for
the World Cup opener against
No. 2 Belgium.
Davies arrived in Qatar on
Friday evening after receiving treatment back at Bayern
Munich for a hamstring strain
suffered Nov. 6 in a Bundesliga
game at Hertha Berlin. While
Bayern said Davies’ participation in Qatar was “not at risk,”
he has not played since.
“My mission is to make
sure he plays at this World Cup,
it’s a childhood dream for him,”
said Herdman. “And not to put
him in a position where he’s
unsafe.”
“But I have to say Belgium’s
another level, we haven’t faced
a team of that level since we
played against Brazil [a 3-2
loss in 2008]. So you need
players like Alphonso, whether
that’s starting, [coming] off the
bench,” he added. “So we’re doing everything we can.”
Herdman said Eustaquio,
perhaps Canada’s most influential midfielder, is “day by
day” dealing with soreness
from a muscle issue suffered in
training earlier this week.
“It’s another calculation.
It’s an algorithm we’re trying to
process now of is he hitting his
markers?” said Herdman. “It
really is mathematics — of what
he can tolerate now through
these next three training days
to show that he’s ready to start.

Five iconic players who made FIFA World Cup their own
Agencies
From Pele to Miroslav Klose,
here are five players who dominated World Cups and stood
out from the rest.
Pele (Brazil)
Edson Arantes do Nascimento, popularly known as
Pele, is among the most decorated players in the history of
football. He made his football
debut for Santos FC in 1956
when he was 15 against Corinthians.
The ‘Black Pearl’, since
making the debut for his national side Brazil in 1957, has
featured in four FIFA World
Cups, winning three of them.
In the 14 matches that he
played for Brazil at the World
Cup, Pele netted 12 goals,
which puts him fifth in the list
of top goalscorers in the quad-

rennial tournament’s history.
Sixteen-year
old
Pele
caught the eye of everyone
right from his maiden World
Cup run (1958), where he
scored a hat-trick in the semifinal before netting a brace in
the final to help Brazil lift the
World Cup. By the end of his
career, Pelé had won three
FIFA World Cups with the Selecao, the most by any player.
Diego Maradona (Argentina)
Famous for his World Cup
exploits and the ‘hand of god’
incident, Diego Maradona is
almost synonymous with football. In his time with the Argentine national team, Maradona participated in the 1982,
1986, 1990, and 1994 World
Cups and eventually went on
to score eight goals while providing seven assists.

Nicknamed ‘Salto (somersault) Klose,’ Miroslav Klose has played 25
World Cup matches for Germany.
Maradona had his fair
share of misadventures but
the goal against England in the
1986 WC quarterfinal was the
most controversial of all and
gave birth to the ‘hand of god’
phenomenon. Maradona went

on to score two goals against
England, including one with
his hand, which the referee
thought was a headed goal and
Argentina won the match 2-1
and eventually the World Cup
that year.

Paolo Rossi (Italy)
Former Juventus and Milan player Paolo Rossi is regarded as one of the best forwards of all time. The Italian
was fondly known for his heroics in his national side’s title
winning run in 1982 in which
he scored six goals, clinching
the golden boot, but his journey there was nothing short of
a fairytale.
In 1980, the striker was
banned from football for his
involvement in betting but
his sentence was cut short to
two seasons before Juventus
signed him in 1982 and he was
eventually drafted in Italy’s
‘82 WC squad.
Roberto Baggio (Italy)
Although he is one of the
most prominent goalscorers
for Italy, Baggio’s name will
often be associated with the

1994 World Cup final where he
missed the decisive penalty in
the shootouts against Brazil.
He scored 27 goals in 56 appearances for Italy from 1988
to 2004 and is also the only
Italian to score in three different World Cups. Baggio played
his final international match in
April 2004 in a friendly match
against Spain.
Miroslav Klose (Germany)
Having participated in four
FIFA World Cup editions, Miroslav Klose can safely be called
a World Cup juggernaut. Nicknamed ‘ Salto(somersault)Klose’, he has played 24 World
Cup matches and is second on
the list of players with most
WC appearances, just behind
Germany’s Lothar Matthaus.
Klose has scored 71 goals
in 137 games and is Germany’s
all-time leading scorer.

Playing against Korea’s Son does not worry me: Uruguay’s Rochet
Uruguay goalkeeper
Sergio Rochet says he
does not fear playing
against Korea
Republic’s Son as they
look to progress from
a difficult group
Agencies
Uruguay goalkeeper Sergio
Rochet insists he has no fear
about facing Korea Republic’s
masked warrior Son Heungmin at the World Cup.
Rochet is set to come face
to face with the Tottenham
striker when Uruguay begin
their Qatar 2022 campaign on
Thursday.
Son was the joint Golden
Boot winner in the English

Uruguay’s goalkeeper Sergio Rochet gives a press conference at
Al Erssal Training Site in Doha. (AFP)
Premier League last season,
matching Mohamed Salah’s
haul of 23 goals.
A fractured eye socket injury came as a jolt to 30-year-old
Son ahead of the World Cup,
but he was fit enough to be selected by coach Paulo Bento.
Now, Son is set to lead the
Korean attack, almost certain-

ly in the face mask he has been
wearing in training, with his
world-class ability set to pose a
threat to Uruguay’s rearguard.
Rochet said: “You are prepared for everything, not only
for Son. We know that the best
players are in the national
teams.
“He has shown that he is at

a very high level and one has
been looking at him for a long
time, studying him, respecting
him, but trusting in what one
does.
“One thinks that he is going to play. He does not worry
me anymore. If he is not there,
another one will enter in his
place and he will be good, too.”
Uruguay must also face
Portugal and Ghana in Group
H, with Rochet facing a challenge of keeping out the likes
of Cristiano Ronaldo and Inaki
Williams.
Much has been made of
Uruguay’s attacking strengths,
with the likes of Darwin Nunez
and veterans Luis Suarez and
Edinson Cavani in their ranks.
Rochet, however, says the
defence is also of a high calibre as the two-time champions
plot a deep run, saying: “We
are all at a very good level, and
whoever has to play will do so
in the best way.”
Uruguay play Korea Republic on 24 November.

Uruguay’s goalkeeper Sergio Rochet takes part in a training session at
the Al Erssal training centre in Doha. (AFP)
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Celebrations
know no bounds

Iranian fans watch the
Qatar 2022 World Cup
Group B football match
between England and
Iran, on a giant screen
at Tehran book garden
in Iran’s capital on
Monday. (AFP)

The 2022 World Cup celebrations are not contained within
just Qatar. From Iran to US, the cheer refuses to die down
Wales fans at the 4TheFans Fan Park react during a
screening of the FIFA World Cup Qatar 2022 Group
B soccer match between USA and Wales.
(PA Wire/dpa)

Iranian fans watch the Qatar 2022 World Cup Group
B football match between England and Iran, on a giant screen at Tehran book garden in Iran’s capital on
Monday. (AFP)

Lusail Towers are lit up in
green in support of the
Saudi national team on
Monday evening, ahead
of their World Cup opener
against Argentina at the
Lusail Stadium on Tuesday.

Spain fans
in Qatar on
Monday

Soccer fans carry posters of
Argentina team players to
celebrate the Qatar 2022 FIFA
World Cup football tournament,
along a street in Kolkata on
Monday. (AFP)
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Excitement
in all hues
Day two of the FIFA World Cup Qatar
2022 had three matches — England vs
Iran, Senegal vs Netherlands, and USA
vs Wales. Fans of each team made their
mark in the stadiums and on the streets
as the Arab world’s first ever World Cup
offered the spectators an enjoyable experience. Jubilation, heartbreak and consolation soon followed as England drubbed
Iran 6-2, Netherlands beat Senegal 2-0
and Wales drew with US 1-1.
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‘No picnic’:
Saudi Exude
confidence
Coach Renard says
the team will make
its presence felt
Khalid Tawalbeh
Doha

Saudi Arabia’s French coach
Herve Renard (L) looks on
as forward Saleh Al Shehri
(R) takes part in a training
session at the Sealine
Training Site in Sealine,
on Monday, on the eve of the
FIFA World Cup Qatar 2022
Group C match against
Argentina. (AFP)

The head coach of the Saudi
national football team, Herve
Renard, said his players were
all excited ahead of their first
match of the FIFA World Cup
Qatar 2022 against Argentina
on Tuesday.
The Frenchman said they
were aware of the challenges in
the tournament but the players
had the belief and the determination to overcome them.
Renard told a press conference that the Saudi national
team had not come to Qatar
for a picnic, but had come with
the aim of making their countrymen proud of their national
team and express their love for
hosts Qatar.
“The players are very enthusiastic about making a great
beginning against Argentina in
their confrontation tomorrow,”
he said.
“The Argentine national
team is a contender to win the
tournament. They are definitely
a strong team, but participating
in the World Cup means you
have to always face the strongest teams,” Renard said.
He said that the Saudi side
had put in a great effort for a
long time to make their presence felt in World Cup Qatar
2022.
“We have a lot of players who
have already participated in the
2018 World Cup and we have
no problem with goalkeeping,
we have a high fighting spirit.
Salman Al Faraj is ready and
training normally,”he added.
“Messi is a football legend, he
is the best passer in the French
league and his level is special,

The Argentine national
team is a contender to
win the tournament. They
are definitely a strong
team, but participating in
the World Cup means you
have to always face the
strongest teams.
— Coach Herve Renard
but we must also focus on the
rest of the players,” he said.
For his part, Saudi player
Abdulelah al Maliki reiterated
that his teammates are enthusiastic about taking on the Argentinians and give an honourable
fight.
The team’s preparations
were a result of a thoughtful program developed by the
technical staff. “I hope to play
a good match, we have no excuses, we are getting used to
the weather in Qatar, and we
are ready to play at any time,
noon or night.”
“We want to play Argentina
now, given the enthusiasm and
the collective spirit of our national team players,” he said.
“Argentina are one of the
best teams in the world in the
last two years, but the Saudi
team have great public support,
and this gives the Greens the
opportunity to perform honourably,” Al Maliki said. “We
hope to play at such a level that
will delight the fans.”

Sweating it out: Green falcons train hard to avoid 2018 opener fiasco
Saudi Arabia will take on Argentina in their World
Cup opener at the Lusail Stadium on Tuesday
in what would be a tough match. Saudi Arabia
held the honour of opening the 2018 World Cup
against hosts Russia, but the 5-0 defeat was a
forgettable affair for the Green Falcons, who will
be striving to prevent a repeat. On Monday,
Saudi Arabia conducted a training session at
the Sealine Training Site in Sealine.

Saudi Arabia’s midfielder Nawaf Al Abed takes part in the training session.
Saudi Arabia’s goalkeeper Mohammed Al Owais catches the ball as
goalkeepers take part in a training session at the Sealine Training
Site in Sealine, south of Doha, on Monday. (pics: AFP)

Goalkeeper Mohammed Al Owais (C) and Nawaf Al Aqidi (2nd R) in
action.

Saudi Arabia’s
defender Sultan Al
Ghanam trains to
control the ball.
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HIGH HOPES
Group C: Argentina vs Saudi Arabia (1 pm) Lusail Stadium

Bidding for their third title, Argentina and Messi
are in Qatar as genuine title contenders
AGENCIES
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youth and experience.
could be the toughest of all.
There are no real
But this is a different Saudi Arabia
concerns
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now, certainly to the one that took the
the
South
field in Russia’s capital. Renard
Americans and
has been in charge for more
they feel like
than three years and there
a real team. In
have been some major
this aspect at
improvements.
least, Saudi Arabia can more than
match the twotime winners.
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‘Messi Pullavoor episode’ delights Doha, Argentina fans
VINAY NAYUDU

A

DOHA

FORTNIGHT ago, and much
ahead of the kickoff to the
FIFA World Cup Qatar 2022,
you would’ve been forgiven
in Doha if you thought you
were in Argentina or Brazil! Such
has been the football fever and craziness of the football fans.
Yet, one of the most discussed
topic among all fans, especially
from Argentina, has been about
the recent ‘spinal injury rules out
Messi’ video which went viral after
a huge cutout being put up by fans
in Pullavoor, Kerala, fell off while
being erected.
Surely, pictures and videos of
Messi, Ronaldo and Neymar and
cutouts in Pullavoor by a river have
reached every corner of the footballing world.
While Argentinian, Mexican
and English fans have been descending on Doha the last few days,
the Messi, Neymar and Ronaldo

calls have been reverberating here
for long.
Fan parades at the Corniche
(the marine drive here) has seen a
mad rush of fans celebrating Lionel
Messi from Maradona-land Argentina. Some of these have been impromptu and evening walkers by
the sea have been taken by surprise.

Then, there was the arrival of
four cyclists, who pedalled all the
way from Buenos Aires and arrived
in Doha via the Abu Samra Saudi
border. They were given a boisterous welcome by Argentina fans in
Qatar. The quartet – an author, a
teacher, a travel agent and a content
producer -- had been on the road

for 177 days and covered 10,000km
journey crossing 15 countries to
reach their destination.
“We began this journey in May
and every day was an incredible adventure since then,” said Lucas Ledezma, a physical education teacher. “People throughout Africa and
the Middle East opened their doors
to us. And now this incredible welcome in Qatar.”
“We’re here to inspire people –
to tell everyone that you can do the
impossible,” said Matias Vercesi, a
content creator from Cordoba.
This was followed by the Indian
community of expats who thronged
the Corniche and Katara beach
promenade to express their love for
Messi.
Much earlier at the Bollywood
Music Festival night - which included India singer Sunidhi Chauhan and Pakistan’s sufi vocalist Rahat Fateh Ali Khan -- at the 80,000
capacity Lusail Stdium (venue for
World Cup 2022 final), local Argentina fans were ecstatic. Among

them was Nishat Mohammed. “I
am just waiting for Argentina to
play,” he said showing on his mobile phone his ticket for the match.
“I can’t believe my luck that I would
actually be getting to see Messi and
Argentina play.”
And now as hours close in on
Argentina’s opening match against
Saudi Arabia at the Lusail Stadium
on Tuesday afternoon, hordes of
fans from Argentina have swarmed
Qatar painting the small country in
the light blue wave. “Hey, are you
from that place where they didn’t
keep Messi straight,” screamed a
lady with laughter.
Souq Waqif in Doha (a famous
bazaar with a mix of tradition and
modernity) was flocked by Argentina fans on Monday afternoon
chanting songs supporting the Albicelestes.
So not just Qatar, an entire
world would be on their feet when
Lionel Messi and Argentina take
to the field in their opening match
against Saudi Arabia on Tuesday.

